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Institutional Racism:
Institutional Racism is not just a cultural belief, it is when structures of society (example: policies, programs, and systems) systematically favor one group while disenfranchising another and is based solely on the color of one’s skin.

Causes:
- Redlining
- Systemic Prejudice
- Political Parties
- Police Brutality
- Education System
- Discrimination

Effects:
- Segregation in Neighborhoods
- Black Community issues are not dealt with until whole city sees it
- No political representation until Obama
- Race Wars and Increased Violence
- Glass Ceiling Effect/Racism
- Unjust mistreatment and harassment

Solution:
To end the systematic bias of minorities and bring social change to disproportionately end the target of people of color.

Facing Project Narratives:
Jackie Patterson: Stresses the importance of political involvement as a black conservative who does not support Trump’s actions.
Linda Burks: Examines increase in police violence as West Dayton becomes more segregated.
Steve Ross: Edgemont’s community change in which schools are losing hope in the system.

M. Alexander’s Theoretical Perspective - Why does institutional racism occur?
To perpetuate and recreate systems of oppression/racial castes.
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